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Abstract
We give various results about the distribution of the sequence
fan=ngn1 modulo 1, where a  2 is a xed integer. In particular,
we nd and innite subsequence A such that fan=ngn2A is well dis-
tributed. Also we show that for any constant c > 0 and a suciently
large N , the fractional parts of the rst N terms of this sequence hit
every interval J  [0; 1] of length jJ j  cN 0:475.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Let a  2 be an integer. It has been asked [1] whether for every nonzero
integer h, we have the estimateX
nN
e

h
an
n

= o(N) (1)
as N !1, where, as usual, for a real number x we put e(x) = exp(2ix).
It is well-known that the bound (1) is equivalent to the uniform distribu-
tion modulo 1 of the sequence fan=ngn1, where fg denotes the fractional
part of a real number .
While we certainly believe that (1) holds, we have not been able to conrm
this conjecture.
1.2 Our results
Instead, here we settle for the somewhat more modest goal of showing that
the sequence fan=ngn1 is dense modulo 1. This statement is an immediate
consequence of a stronger result which we obtain here, that asserts that the
sequence fan=ng is uniformly distributed when we restrict n to a certain
subset of the positive integers.
We dene the set
A = fpq : p; q primes; q  (log p)=(log a)g
and put A(N) = A \ [1; N ]. We recall that the discrepancy ( ) of a
sequence   of M points
  =

(m)
M
m=1
	
(2)
2
in the unit interval [0; 1] is dened as
( ) = sup
[;][0;1]
T ([; ])M   (   )
 ;
where T ([; ]) is the number of points of   inside the interval [; ]. Our
rst result provides bounds for the discrepancy of fan=ngn2A(N), showing
that the sequence is dense in [0; 1]:
Theorem 1. The discrepancy D(N) of the sequence fan=ngn2A(N) is
D(N) = O

log log log logN
log log logN

:
Since it is also interesting to derive strong explicit bounds on the density,
we address this issue too. Our second result estimates the length of inter-
vals in which we can assure the existence of points of the sequence for N
suciently large:
Theorem 2. For any constant c > 0 and a suciently large N , every interval
J  [0; 1] of length jJ j  cN 0:475 contains a number of the form fan=ng
for some n  N .
If we assume some unproved hypothesis, say the Generalized Riemann
Hypothesis or the Generalized Lindelof Hypothesis, we can reduce the size of
the intervals in Theorem 2 to jJ j  N 1=2+ for any xed  > 0. Furthermore,
by combining the argument of Theorem 2 with a slight generalization of a
result of K. Matomaki [7] (to dierences of primes in a progression with a
small modulus), one can show that the total measure of gaps larger than
N 1=2 is O
 
N 1=3

.
1.3 Notation
We use the Landau symbol O and o as well as the Vinogradov's symbols;
and . Recall that A = O(B), A B and B  A are all equivalent to the
fact that the inequality jAj  cB holds with some constant c. Furthermore,
A  B means that both A B and B  A hold.
Throughout the paper, p and q always denote prime numbers. For two
integers u and v, their greatest common divisor is denoted by (u; v).
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As usual, for relatively prime integers a and q we denote by ordq a the
multiplicative order of a in Z=qZ.
We use (x) for the number of primes p  x, and for coprime positive
integers k and r we use (x; k; r) for the number of primes smaller than or
equal to x in the arithmetic progression r (mod k).
Finally, we denote by '(n) the Euler function and by P (n) the largest
prime divisor of an integer n  1 (we set P (1) = 1).
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Some general facts
We use the asymptotic estimate that follows from the Siegel{Walsz Theo-
rem, see [4, Corollary 5.29],
(x; k; r) =
(x)
'(k)
+O

x
(log x)A

(3)
valid for any k with (k; r) = 1, and any constant A > 0. We also need the
bound given by the Brun-Titchmarsh Theorem, see [4, Theorem 6.6]
(x; k; r) x
'(k) log (x=k)
valid for all x > k: (4)
We recall the Mertens Formula for the sum of reciprocals of the primes
p  x in the following crude formX
qx
1
x
= log log x+O(1): (5)
We also use the following well{known lower bound
'(n) n
log log n
for n  3: (6)
One of our main tools is the classical Erd}os-Turan Inequality (see, for
example, [2, Theorem 1.21]) that relates the uniformity of distribution to
exponential sums.
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Lemma 1. For any integer L  1, for the discrepancy ( ) of the se-
quence (2), we have
( ) 1
L
+
1
M
X
0<jhjL
1
jhj

MX
m=1
e (hm)
 :
To prove Theorem 2, we need the following slight modication of [3,
Theorem 10.8].
Lemma 2. There exists an absolute constant # < 0:525 with the following
property: For any A > 0, if x is suciently large, q  (log x)A, (l; q) = 1
and x#  h  x, then
(x; q; l)  (x  h; q; l)  h
20(q) log x
:
Proof. We recall that [3, Theorem 10.8] states such a result with # = 0:525
and the constant 0:09 in place of 1=20 in the lower bound. In fact, the proof
of [3, Theorem 10.8] yields a lower bound of the form
(x; q; l)  (x  h; q; l)  C()h
(q) log x
;
for x  h  x. Here, C() is a continuous decreasing function of  such
that C(0:525)  0:09. It is clear from the continuity of C() (see also the
comments in [3, x7.10]) that one also has C(0)  0:05 for some 0 < 0:525.
Taking # = 0, one obtains the lemma.
2.2 Some facts about A(N)
Lemma 3. We have
#A(N)  N log log logN
logN
:
Proof. We observe that if pq 2 A(N) then
aq  p  N=q:
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Let Q be the largest prime q such that aq  N=q and notice that Q 
(logN)=(log a). We observe thatX
qQ
(aq)
X
qQ
aq
q
 a
Q
Q
 N
Q2
 N
log2N
: (7)
Thus, we have
#A(N) =
X
qQ
((N=q)  (aq)) =
X
qQ
(N=q) +O

N
log2N

:
On the other hand,X
qQ
(N=q) 
X
qQ
N
q log(N=q)
 N
logN
X
qQ
1
q
 N log log logN
logN
and the result follows.
For a pair of primes p > q we dene uq(p) by the condition
uq(p)p  1 (mod q); 1  uq(p)  q   1: (8)
For real  and , we also write    (mod 1) if    2 Z.
Lemma 4. For primes p > q, we have
apq
pq
 (a
p   a)
q
uq(p) +
aq
pq
(mod 1):
Proof. By (8), we have
ap 1   1
p
 (ap 1   1)uq(p) (mod q);
and then
apq
pq
=
a(p 1)(q 1)ap+q 1
pq
 a
p+q 1
pq
 1
q
aq (ap 1   1)
p
+
aq
pq
 a (a
p 1   1)uq(p)
q
+
aq
pq
 (a
p   a)
q
uq(p) +
aq
pq
(mod 1);
which concludes the proof.
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3 Proofs of the Main Results
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1
The core of the proof is based on estimating the exponential sum
S(h;N) =
X
pq2A(N)
e

hapq
pq

=
X
pq2A(N)
e

h

(ap   a)
q
uq(p) +
aq
pq

= eS(h;N) + E;
where eS(h;N) = X
n=pq2A(N)
e

h
(ap   a)
q
uq(p)

and
jEj 
X
pq2A(N)
jhjaq
pq
:
Let Q be dened as in the proof of Lemma 3. We use (7) and Mertens
formula (5) to get
jEj 
X
qQ
jhjaq
q
X
pN
1
p
 jhjN log logN
log2N
: (9)
Now we x a prime q and a pair of integers (u; v) with 1  u; v  q   1
and (u; q) = (v; q  1) = 1. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we see that
the primes p which satisfy
up  1 (mod q); p  v (mod q   1);
belong to a certain arithmetic progression zq(u; v) (mod q(q   1)). Thus,
eS(h;N) = X
qQ
q 1X
u=1
q 2X
v=1
(v;q 1)=1
e

h
(av   a)
q
u





N
q
; q(q   1); zq(u; v)

   (aq; q(q   1); zq(u; v))

:
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Using (3) (with A = 2) and (4) and noticing that the sum over u and v
contains '(q(q   1)) terms, we obtain
eS(h;N) = 0 +O(1 + 2); (10)
where
0 =
X
qQ
(N=q)
'(q(q   1))
q 1X
u=1
q 2X
v=1
(v;q 1)=1
e

h
(av   a)
q
u

; (11)
1 =
X
qQ
aq
q
 N
log2N
; (12)
2 =
X
qQ
N
q (log (N=q))2
 N log log logN
log2N
: (13)
We continue getting estimates for 0. Write
s(h; q) =
q 1X
u=1
q 2X
v=1
(v;q 1)=1
e

h
(av   a)
q
u

:
We observe that for q with (q; ah) = 1 we have
q 1X
u=1
e

h
av   a
q
u

=
(
 1 if av 1 6 1 (mod q);
q   1 if av 1  1 (mod q):
From this observation, for a prime q such that (q; ah) = 1 we have the exact
value
s(h; q) =  '(q   1) + q#fv : (v; q   1) = 1; av 1  1 (mod q)g:
Thus,
js(h; q)j  '(q   1) + q(q   1)
ordq a
 2q(q   1)
ordq a
: (14)
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We also have the trivial bound js(h; q)j  '(q(q 1)) if (q; ah) > 1. Therefore,
j0j  2N
X
qQ
q-ah
q(q   1)
q'(q(q   1)) log(N=q) ordq a
+N
X
qQ
qjah
'(q(q   1))
q'(q(q   1)) log(N=q)
 N
logN
X
qQ
1
'(q   1) ordq a +
N
logN
X
qQ
qjah
1
q
:
Using the trivial bound ordq a  log q= log a and the bound (6), we obtainX
qQ
1
'(q   1) ordq a 
X
q
log log q
q log q
= O(1):
where in the last sum the summation is taken over all prime numbers. Hence,
0  N
logN
0@1 +X
qjh
1
q
1A : (15)
Substituting the bound (15) together with the bound (12) and (13) in (10),
taking into account (9) and recalling the bound for #A(N) obtained in
Lemma 3 we get
S(h;N) jhjN log logN
log2N
+
N
logN
0@1 +X
qjh
1
q
1A :
We now take
L =
log log logN
log log log logN
and apply Lemma 1 (with M = #A(N)) to derive that the discrepancy
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D(N) of the sequence A(N) satises the bound
D(N)  1
L
+
1
M
X
0<jhjL
jS(h;N)j
jhj
 1
L
+
L
M
N log logN
log2N
+
N logL
M logN
+
N
M logN
X
0<jhjL
1
jhj
X
qjh
1
q
 log log log logN
log log logN
+
1
log log logN
X
q
1
q
X
0<jljL=q
1
jqlj
 log log log logN
log log logN
+
logL
log log logN
 log log log logN
log log logN
;
which concludes the proof.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Let N be large. We consider the largest prime q  (logN)=(log a) and write
T = aq=q. We x some c > 0 and prove that any interval J of length
jJ j  cN 0:475 contains some element of the form fapq=(pq)g for some prime
p in the set
P = fp; p  1 (mod q   1); T=2  p  Tg:
Lemma 2 implies that consecutive primes in this set satisfy pn+1  pn  T #,
with some constant # < 0:525. We observe also that if p  1 (mod q   1)
then ap 1  1 (mod q). Thus ap 1  1 (mod pq). Then we have that
apq
pq
 a
(p 1)qaq
pq
 a
q
pq
 T
p
(mod 1):
Finally, we observe that if p runs in P, then T=p 2 [1; 2] and that con-
secutive fractional parts, corresponding to consecutive primes pn; pn+1 2 P
satisfy
0 <

T
pn

 

T
pn+1

=

T
pn
  1

 

T
pn+1
  1

=
T
pn
  T
pn+1
=
T (pn+1   pn)
pnpn+1
 T # 1 = o(N 0:475);
which concludes the proof.
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